
14. A Story of Science in Night Warfare

Brian O’Brien

The story which I shall try to tell you tonight deals with a series of developments designed
to make night warfare just a little safer. These were carried out under the general auspices
of Division 16 of the National Defense Research Committee. However, this work centered
at The Institute of Optics of the University of Rochester, so I am really telling you much
of the war story of the Institute. You will understand that I am acting in the capacity of a
reporter. This was not individual effort but was teamwork by a fairly large group, and this
will be more evident to you as we go on.

In the autumn of 1938 while we were engaged very peacefully in investigating ultra-
violet radiation from the sun, it became necessary to carry certain light-measuring instru-
ments on an airplane, and to place that airplane in a direct line between the sun and
similar measuring instruments located on the ground. This led to the development of a con-
trivance. When flying at a low altitude it is easy to see your shadow and to place that
shadow anywhere you like. As you climb, the shadow vanishes and it is very difficult indeed
to tell even approximately where the shadow would fall if you were close enough to cast
one. This little optical contrivance merely showed the pilot where his shadow would be
quite independently of the altitude at which he was flying.

In April of 1939 this work on ultraviolet radiation was scheduled for presentation at a
Washington meeting of the American Physical Society, and this included a description of
the contrivance, which by this time had acquired the dignified name of “sun-alignment
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sight.” It was apparent that the sight would be equally useful in dive bombing attaches
from the direction of the sun, a procedure which the Italians were already using in
Ethiopia, so before presenting the material it was first discussed with Dr. Lyman Briggs,
Director of the National Bureau of Standards. He asked that the instrument be shown to
the then Acting Chief of the Air Corps, Brigadier General Benjamin K. Yount, who in
turn asked that certain military possibilities be withheld, while presenting fully the techni-
cal nature and scientific use of the device.

In due course a brief description was published in the Physical Review and the French
read of it and sent a French air force officer, a Captain Albert Delavigne, to see us about
it. He was very charming and an experienced pilot, but in civilian clothes with no distin-
guishing marks except the little ribbon of the Legion of Honor. Our Navy knew of the sight
as well as the Air Force and had asked for a sample. Both Services said there was no objec-
tion to showing it to the French who knew their own weakness in dive bombing and wished
to do something about it. It was now very early in 1940. The war had happened but was
still called a “phony war” although the French apparently realized that things might
explode at any moment.

There was snow on the ground when the captain arrived, but it was a bright sunny
day and one runway was open, so I took him out and flew a little demonstration for him.
He was delighted with the device and immediately began arrangements for procuring a
quantity for the French. Unfortunately the phony war turned into the German blitzkrieg
and France fell before she was able to develop satisfactory dive bombing.

This was a first-hand example of too little and too late and made a deep impression
on us. Also it was the last time we were to be concerned with sunlight or even daylight
until near the end of the war, when we were again to develop an instrument concerned
with dive bombing and sunlight, but from a very different point of view.

An amusing sidelight on the sun alignment sight came just a couple of weeks before
Italy’s entrance into the war. A letter arrived from Brigadier General Adolpho Infante, Air
Attache at the Italian Embassy in Washington, stating that a daily newspaper in Italy
(in Milan) had carried a popular story about our sun alignment sight, and that he was
instructed by cable to find out about it. This was a poser so we stalled off the general for
a few weeks. Italy’s attack on France saved us from any further concern about hurting the
feelings of the Italian Embassy.

By the autumn of 1940 all allied forces were out of Europe and the war had become
a night war, largely defensive on the part of Great Britain. The dominant problem was
defense against night bombing and the blackout was uppermost in everyone’s mind. The
National Defense Research Committee was just getting under way in this country, but in
the meantime the National Research Council had established a committee on blackout and
night combat problems, of which I was a member. Another peacetime device of ours
became interesting. This was developed not as a scientific research tool but as an aid to
vision in night fog conditions on inland waterways. It consisted of an optical arrangement
with some of the characteristics of the common reflector buttons and reflecting road mark-
ers which you see along our highways, but there were certain important differences. As you
may have noticed, the roadside reflector buttons return to your eyes the visible light from
your headlights. Our arrangement received invisible radiation, ultraviolet of wavelength
shorter than visible light, converted this into visible light and sent it back in the direction
of the ultraviolet source wherever that source might be. An observer near that source would
see the reflector unit light up brilliantly yet the whole procedure could be quite invisible to
someone else only a few feet away. This had important possibilities in both military and
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naval operations and we were asked to speed up the development, and were provided with
the necessary funds by the National Defense Research Committee early in 1941.

Although this ultraviolet system showed promise it had a serious weakness. Ultraviolet
radiation of the wavelength used was generally supposed to be invisible. This was not
strictly true. With sufficiently high intensity of radiation it could be seen; that is, the ultra-
violet projecting sources could be seen even before the ultraviolet radiation was converted
into visible light by our reflecting device of “autocollimator,” as it was called. Worse,
this ultraviolet was particularly visible to young people. It was amusing at a night demon-
stration to hear the discussion of a group of older officers, completely satisfied with the
invisibility of the system, while their juniors standing by would say “But, sir, I can see that
ultraviolet light.”

It was recognized that if infrared radiation could be used, this difficulty of faint but
definite ultraviolet visibility could be eliminated. The problem was how to turn infrared
into visible radiation. Back in 1936 Dr. Zworykin, of the RCA Laboratories, had published
a description of a device known as the image tube which accomplished this conversion
by electronic means, but the tube and its accessories were bulky and complicated. At a
meeting of the blackout illumination committee in January of 1940, Dr. Zworykin, also a
member, said that he had met a European scientist in Philadelphia who mentioned having
developed a phosphor capable of converting infrared radiation directly into visible light.
Phosphors will be familiar to you as the common luminous paints and the fluorescent coat-
ings on the inside of modern fluorescent lamps. We had used such phosphors in converting
the ultraviolet into visible light in our autocollimators. Unfortunately phosphors for con-
verting infrared into visible light could not act the same way. Such a conversion involves
going up hill in the quantum sense, so the only way infrared could act was to trigger the
release of energy previously stored in the phosphor. This principle had been described
many years before, but did not look at all promising. Zworykin did not remember the name
of the man nor his address, but he was nonetheless impressed and believed there might be
something to even this unpromising lead. So did we, and I made inquiries everywhere but
with no success.

A month or so later Lee DuBridge, the chairman of the UR Physics Department, and
Victor Weisskopf, another member of the UR Physics faculty, told me that Franz Urbach
was visiting our University Physics Department, and had been given a little laboratory
space for some experiments which he wished to conduct. They said that Urbach had made
certain developments in Vienna and wanted to see me about them. This was a most fortu-
nate coincidence. The development was the infrared sensitive phosphor of which Zworykin
had told us.

Dr. Urbach’s experiments in Vienna had been interrupted by the Anschluss with
Austria; he had been forced to leave Austria and finally reached this country by devious
routes.

The new phosphors as Urbach described them were far superior to anything known
in the literature, but reproducing them in this country from memory, to say nothing of
improving upon them, appeared a long and difficult task. Nevertheless, the support of the
NDRC was obtained, laboratory facilities were provided, and Dr. Urbach went to work
aided by a chemist, Donald Pearlman, a Rochester alumnus, and well qualified for this
undertaking.

While these things were shaping up, England was being bombed, almost into oblivion,
and methods for attacking night bombers became of paramount importance. The farsighted
work of a small group of English scientists in developing radar methods had made possible
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the defense of England by the RAF in that winter of 1940–41. The Radiation Laboratory
at MIT, under the leadership of Lee DuBridge, was already making its weight felt with
important new developments, but there were some serious unsolved problems. You could
direct a night fighter into contact with an enemy bomber, or by airborne radar the night
fighter pilot could be seen dimly silhouetted against the night sky, identification at that time
was a difficult matter, and there were heartbreaking experiences of shooting down a
squadron mate by mistake. Something was needed urgently to bridge the final gap between
airborne radar approach and final visual identification.

This was pointed up sharply to us by a young RAF squadron leader who had been
sent to this country to help out the British Air Commission and incidentally to rest up from
battle fatigue. He was a red-headed boy usually known as Blood Orange Smith, and he
gave us a very graphic picture of the problems of night aerial combat with which he had
had intimate and prolonged experience.

We believe the problem could be solved with a variation of the common night tele-
scope or night binocular, providing certain optical conditions could be met and the diffi-
culty of airplane vibration could be overcome. This belief was based on some properties of
the human eye, which is a truly remarkable instrument for night vision under certain con-
ditions. Undoubtedly all of you have had the experience of walking outdoors on a very
dark night when suddenly some god-sized object looms up in front of you. A horse or cow
in an open field at night is a good example. At a distance nothing is visible, but near at
hand the animal’s silhouette is very easy to see. There is no more light, nothing is brighter,
but the silhouette is bigger. It is on this principle that the night glass or night telescope
operates. It does not make things brighter, only bigger, but to one unaccustomed to the
use of night glasses, the first experience seems miraculous.

Conferences with Radiation Laboratory personnel gave the necessary information to
permit integrating this method with newly developed short wave radar, and with the aid
of a small black airplane we went to work. Both Army and Navy were interested, and by
the late summer of 1941 the vibration problem had been solved, together with the neces-
sary wide field of view, and sample instruments were ready for military flight tests. 

Our equipment was undergoing tests at the Naval Air Station at Norfolk, Va. at the
time of the Pearl Harbor attack [on December 7]. Several of us were with it and all through
the day of December 8th we were making ready for a test to be flown that night in which
we would pursue a black target airplane in simulated combat. Everyone at the station had
the jitters and rumors were flying about thick and fast, but preparations were completed and
the test went ahead, hampered slightly by the belts of live ammunition with which our
machine guns had been loaded in spite of our protests. Sentries were challenging that
evening with a new note of urgency, but everything went well, and our seaplane rolled down
the ramp and into the water just at dusk. The antiaircraft defenses at Hampton Roads and
on the Virginia Capes had been informed that we would be flying the mission, and
instructed that no searchlights were to be turned on us to interfere with the tests. That
appeared to be just too much to ask of them. Pearl Harbor had happened only yesterday!
Every time we would circle over Hampton Roads preparatory to making an interception a
dozen dazzling fingers of light, half a billion candlepower each, would hit us with the impact
of something solid. Finally in desperation we signaled our target airplane and headed out to
sea where we could have a little peace, and quiet, and darkness to complete the work.

The results of the tests were very good and I caught an early morning plane back to
Washington, leaving French, Hopkins, and Stewart of our group to complete some day-
light tests which the Navy also wanted. This brings up an amusing sequel which I heard
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about later. It was a fine day and our somewhat antiquated patrol bomber, a PBY, was
flying along off Cape Henry running vibration curves, when there loomed alongside a
much bigger and newer and tougher PBM just in from Atlantic patrol. It was broad day-
light, but there was some mix-up in identification even though the airplane our men were
using was a well-known American type with the regular American markings. Just at that
crucial moment the radio transmitter went out as was a common occurrence in the early
days of the war, and here was the PBM alongside, guns bristling, and no way to tell her
that our airplane contained a harmless group of scientists. It looked as though the shoot-
ing would start any minute but finally Hopkins produced a flashlight, which at that short
range was visible even in the daytime, the code identification of the poor old PBY was
spelled out laboriously to the bristling PBM and peace finally reigned again.

By mid 1942 the success of the night telescope, now known officially as the nightsight,
was assured, and the instrument was adopted as standard equipment for the new American
nightfighter then known as the XP61 and later to be named the Black Widow. Doolittle
had raided Tokyo, the Battle of Midway had been fought, and the war prospects looked
just a little brighter than they had in the days immediately following Pearl Harbor. The
submarine war in the Atlantic was going badly, however, and we were called upon to do
something about the particularly annoying problem of night identification of a suspected
submarine target from a patrolling airplane.

By this time the organization of the laboratory had undergone some changes, and
because of the unprecedented growth in staff, laboratory sections on physical measurement,
optical design, mechanical design, etc. had been set up, the heads of these respective
sections constituting an operating committee. This committee contributed so much to
the effectiveness of the laboratory that I would like to name its members. They are listed
here alphabetically: John F. Evans, Robert W. French, Robert E. Hopkins, Frederick W.
Paul, and Harold S. Stewart. There were many others within the sections, who contributed
a very great deal, but the total number was about seventy and it isn’t possible to name
them all.

The anti-submarine problem produced some amusing episodes but there is not time to
say much of these. Perhaps the most embarrassing moment occurred one bright moonlight
night over the mouth of Chesapeake Bay. Our target for that night was an obliging little
English trawler equipped for submarine detection, which was supposed to be having its
equipment overhauled at the Naval Base. Her captain was most cooperative but a great
many things went wrong. We had an old B-188-B out of Langley Field and were short a
co-pilot, so I was occupying that position and trying to maintain radio communication with
the Langley Tower and the trawler. Again as so frequently occurred in those days the radio
went out, and we tried every known means of signaling to the trawler directly beneath us.
We ended up by almost flying down her smokestack, and again finally resorted to Morse
code via pocket flashlights. After the usual difficulties we got the ideas across and the tests
went off all right.

By the end of 1942 the phosphor laboratory under Franz Urbach had made important
advances in the infrared sensitive phosphor, and in another section of the Institute we had
developed a new and very efficient form of infrared telescope to utilize the new material.
The Navy had ordered large numbers of the instruments which carried a very high security
classification, and most of the components including the phosphor were designated by code.
These infrared telescopes were given the dignified but meaningless name of metascope at
the Navy’s request, and both the Eastman Kodak Co. and Samson United Corp. were
going into very substantial production on the A and B instruments, the prototypes of which
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had been built in our laboratory shops. By March of 1943 assembly of type A instruments
at the Samson United Corp. was just ready to begin when we received a telephone call and
a confirming telegram from Admiral Furer, Chief of Naval Office of Research and
Development, asking that we do everything possible within the next eight days to complete
fifty of the type A instruments. Instruments completed after eight days would be of no ser-
vice in the undertaking in question. In the mail that day we received an urgent and indig-
nant letter from a Washington civilian agency responsible for checking our expenditures,
demanding to know why we had purchased twenty gross of machine screws at a cost of
$26.50. The writer of the letter was indignant about such obvious extravagance on our part
and immediate and detailed explanations were demanded. Fortunately President James
Conant, chairman of the National Research Committee, wired us that afternoon, and on
his instructions we let the gentleman in Washington wait for an explanation about the
$26.50 expenditure while we got busy on the metascope.

That was a very busy week. The Samson United people extended themselves to
the utmost, but there were certain essential optical parts required which were ready to be
produced but which no one outside of our laboratory had yet succeeded in making. Could
we make fifty sets in about six days? Our entire senior class in Optics and some of the jun-
iors had been employed part time on some of this war work. It was good experience for
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them, they were discreet (we had Intelligence permission to use these students who were
all listed and approved by name), and they went at their work with a will. The word from
Admiral Furer had come near the end of the week so we called the boys together and
explained the job. Those youngsters, divided into shifts, started on a day-and-night pro-
gram Friday noon, and by Tuesday afternoon the optical parts and a comfortable number
of spares were delivered to the Samson United factory. Who says a student can’t work?

In the meantime, the laboratory staff had lined up the necessary components and for
the last thirty-six hours of the assembly more than thirty physicists and engineers from our
group took over the newly starting Samson United production line. The factory people
pitched in with the same spirit and on the eighth day the required instruments left
Rochester by plane for the Pacific Coast.

We still didn’t know where these things were going. I left for California the day before
the shipment and met the instruments at the San Diego Naval Base. The instruments were
fine, but the spare batteries which were coming from New York had not arrived. After
some frantic telephone calls to the East a new shipment of batteries was sent out by air,
but did not arrive in San Diego until four o’clock the following afternoon. The task force
had sailed at noon but an airplane had been assigned in case the batteries arrived later,
and it delivered them to the flagship before sunset. For a time we wondered where those
metascopes were to be used, but we soon figured it out from the newspapers even before
we were told by the Navy. Since that occurred at the end of March in 1945, you have no
doubt guessed the target too.
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From this point on developments came rapidly in a variety of devices which we had
conceived for the conduct of night military and naval operations. One or two of them are
worth mentioning if for no other reason than for the amusing occurrences connected with
them. In the summer of 1942 we had decided to bring to life an old optical principle in
what is known as the triple mirror. If one has three plane mirrors mutually perpendicular
to each other, as though set against the wall and floor in the corner of a room, such a com-
bination will always reflect a beam of light back in the direction from which it came.
Instead of mirrors one may use the corner sawed from a polished cube of glass, and the
internal reflections between the three mutually perpendicular faces will do the same thing.
If such a device is made sufficiently perfect, the accuracy with which it returns a beam of
light exactly in the direction of origin is almost unbelievable. The Germans had used a few
of these in World War I and the British had produced a few at a very high cost, but the
accuracy was so good that the returning beam would diverge only a few inches per mile.
The hours of skilled labor required to produce such a contrivance seemed to make practi-
cal utilization in quantity almost hopeless, but we were optimistic. The Mount Wilson
Observatory had developed in its optical shop a very nice and rapid method for making
another kind of optical device known as a roof prism in which two polished surfaces musts
be perpendicular to each other with a very high order of accuracy. It seemed probable that
they could extend that to making three perpendicular surfaces, and could improve meth-
ods so that the production costs in man hours would be more reasonable. I initiated such
a project at the Mount Wilson Observatory through our section of the NDRC, and by the
end of 1942 the worst of the problem was solved and an initial sample lot of fourteen such
triple reflectors had been completed.

At this time we received a telephone call from one of our associates in Washington say-
ing that an officer from the then super-secret Office of Strategic Services had a very spe-
cial problem, and would arrive with suitable credentials to discuss it. He arrived with the
credentials and a very impressive beard, but he was a very effective officer as we soon
learned. His problem was to land a light reconnaissance airplane in a country not at war
with us but very definitely hostile, and to do it without anyone being the wiser. We were
not told which country, but the terrain where the landing was to be made was described
to us in detail. It was wild country and very hilly, but there was a level beach sufficient for
the purpose on the shore on a small lake. One man would be sent in on foot some days
in advance and could place any kind of markers we might suggest which he could carry
concealed on his person. The airplane landing, however, had to be made at night, and no
lights must show on the ground. Moreover, the agent who placed the markers would have
to leave the area some days before the landing was to be made, so the airplane pilot would
have no ground help whatever. It was agreed that the pilot could show a faint light of about
one candlepower if necessary for a minute or so before the actual landing without endan-
gering the security of the operation.

The fourteen triple mirrors had arrived from Mt. Wilson the day before and looked like
a natural solution to the problem. They are so efficient that if a tiny flashlight lamp is held
near one eye a triple mirror at a distance of a mile stands out as brightly luminous point of
light. You can see immediately the solution, which was to line the runway with these mark-
ers and provide the pilot with a tiny light source. It took only twenty-four hours to prepare
the demonstration, and with the cooperation of the Rochester Airport officials, who by this
time were accustomed to our antics, we made the demonstration to the colonel. The airport
was completely blacked out late at night with other airplanes warned away and nothing in
the air except our small reconnaissance airplane similar to the one assigned to his mission.
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His problem was solved and he was delighted with the result, but to this day I have not been
informed where that lake was located! However, as a result of this success a very tidy pro-
duction of triple mirrors was undertaken for the Office of Strategic Services by a manufac-
turer on the Pacific Coast, using mirror production methods developed by Mount Wilson and
using accessories, system and method which we had developed here at Rochester.

By the end of 1944 conditions were rather strained in the European theater. Our air-
borne troops had encountered some troubles long before in the Sicilian campaign and some
serious troubles at the time of the Normandy invasion. On these occasions and later in
some related land operations the loss of men
was distressingly high, and something had to
be done about it. Unfortunately here I
encounter security restrictions even at this late
date. May I simply say, however, that the rep-
resentative of our NDRC division at Allied
Headquarters, Dr. Charles Waring, who had
spent the greater part of 1945 in our labora-
tories and so knew our equipment well, cabled
that he was returning to this country on an
urgent matter involving metascopes. By this
time the Army had arranged for large pro-
duction of a very compact form of our metas-
cope which we had designated the type F, and
production was just getting under way.
Waring arrived in this country with orders so
sweeping and carrying signatures which star-
tled us. He had only twelve days to procure
the equipment and return to France, but for-
tunately his orders had the same effect on
jaded Washington that they had had upon us,
and on the eleventh day he departed from
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the Atlantic Coast with four bombers carrying a sufficient quantity of our gadgets. The fact
that they type F’s were so compact that all could have been carried in a single airplane
did not detract in any way from the wonderful pomp and ceremony of setting out in four.
Four were assigned to poor Waring and four it had to be. As a result of this and sequels,
an operation in which the manpower loss exceeded eighty percent was reduced on one
significant occasion to a mission completed without the loss of a single man. I think this
gave me more of a lift than any other single episode of the war.

As we began war work on dive bombing and sunlight, so we ended it on a different
aspect of the same problem, and our last instrument to go into any substantial production
was for defense against the very type of attack in which our sun alignment sight had been
tried at the outset of the war. This instrument is now entirely declassified so I can tell you
about it and its use. Unfortunately the Japanese had been making both bombing and tor-
pedo attacks upon our ships in the Pacific by coming in from the direction of the sun.
Search radar when functioning properly was adequate protection against most surprise
attacks of this nature, but there were still limitations which caused the Navy to request some
optical device immune to the dazzling effects of the sun even when looking directly at the
solar disc.

No ordinary dark glass or sun goggle was satisfactory. A much improved sun goggle
with a graded deposit of metal had been produced by Bausch & Lomb, using a method
which I had developed some years before the war. This was very good for general eye pro-
tection of pilots and lookouts, and had been received enthusiastically by the Air Force.
However, for the specific Navy problem something different was required, some device
which would dim the sun without proportionately dimming the surrounding sky.

Two NDRC projects at other laboratories had been carried through in attempts to
solve this problem but nothing practical had come forth. An independent solution had been
developed here using a phosphor, but this was done informally and for several reasons we
did not propose it in competition with the other projects. When these projects were closed
the Navy asked us to undertake the problem and it was then only necessary to take the
development off the shelf as it were and put it into practical form. This device was named
the Icaroscope, at first as a joke after the mythical Icarus who, you will recall, flew too near
the sun. Later it became a serious name, and you will find it engraved upon the instru-
ment as they are distributed in the fleet today. It is a little thing, small enough to hold in
the hand, and you use it like an ordinary telescope. It has one important and unusual prop-
erty, however. When you look at the sun and a patch of surrounding sky, the sun is
dimmed enormously and all out of proportion to the dimming of the sky around it. The
device is thus an automatic volume limiter for light, and as far as we know, this is the first
time such a result has been accomplished. No dark glass or shield has the same effect, since
the Icaroscope acts selectively and only upon those objects in the field of view which are
too bright for comfortable vision.

Although deliveries of the instrument in quantity to the fleet were too late to be of use
in the war, there was an amusing aftermath at the atomic bomb tests at Bikini. About a
hundred of the type 1 instruments were delivered by the Bureau of Ships to Joint Task
Force One for use by observers in watching the air burst. These worked very well. I
watched the air burst on July 1 from a front row seat, but like everyone who used the
instrument was disappointed in the flash. It took all the fizz out of the bomb. Looking
through the Icaroscope one saw the lagoon, the islands, and the target fleet, but the bomb
flash when it came was only just comfortably brighter than the background sky. Of course,
this was not the fault of the instrument since it was only doing its duty.
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I am afraid I have spent quite enough time on this rambling tale, but there are a few
serious lessons which we learned from this war work. The only one I want to mention is
the beneficial effect, frequently overlooked, which applied science has upon so-called pure
science. At the end of the war there was a great urge among physicists and others in sci-
entific fields to get away from the kind of application and development work which had
occupied them for five long years. This is understandable. We felt the same, and certainly
the highly organized war-time development laboratory is not the way in which scientific
talent should be used in peacetime. But there was a gain of which we may have lost sight;
the tools which applied science and engineering have provided for basic research. Such
tools come so gradually in peacetime that we do not realize their importance. Instead we
see only the obvious, that applied science and the engineer draw basic ideas from more
fundamental researches carried on by others. This is true, of course, but the process is not
one way but two. The tools which the engineer provides can influence the entire progress
of a pure science. Such tools came thick and fast during the war, and now we are in a
position to benefit in using them. Perhaps this realization may provide us with a little closer
bond between these ever disputed regions of pure and applied science.

This, I think, is enough of a rather Flong story.

This article is a draft of a speech that Brian O’Brien gave to the Rochester Rotary Club and in several

other venues in the months following May 1947, when the material was finally cleared for public release.
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... rather long story.


